Venus in Cancer...
When your Venus is in Cancer, you look for security and safety in a
partnership. You are the most caring and nurturing of lovers. Your lover is
likely to be highly flattered by your excellent memory for all they say and
do—in some cases; he or she could be intimidated as well! Sincerity from
your partner is very important to you, and you're most attracted to people
who you consider to be natural and genuine. You are a highly intuitive lover,
finding it easy to “read” your partner’s character and feelings. As mentioned
above, this can be flattering to many, and a major cause of concern for
others! Of course this is fine by you, because the ideal partner for you is
relaxed, flexible, and comfortable in his own skin. Anyone at all threatened
by your “feelers” will not be sincere enough for you down the road.
Appreciation, security, and tenderness at all times are most important to you
in matters of the heart. You work hard at accommodating the people you
love, taking care of them in every way you can. Because you are not very
comfortable with confrontation, you are prone to side-stepping problems.
You are easily hurt, but you work hard at concealing that fact. It is difficult
for you to forget any kind of actions that you consider betrayals on the part
of a lover, but you are also not one to run away from your commitments.
You would benefit from expressing your hurts instead of letting them stew
inside of you.
Your charm is of the understated kind, and you may not always know just
how attractive you are to others! The truth is, no matter how you come
across, you ooze sweetness to members of the opposite sex. Of course, not
everyone will find that quality attractive, but to those that do, you will be
irresistible. It can be difficult for some people to stay angry with you. This
may be because you have mastered the “art” of playing innocent! You can
be attracted to neediness, and you might work at keeping the people you
love in a state of needing you. Their dependency on you feeds you, making
you feel loved, but you can have a love-hate relationship with that
dependency over the long haul. In some cases, Venus in Cancer people
might wonder if they’ve created a monster! You do get off on taking great
care of your lover. You observe your partner very closely, and the love you
offer holds the rare quality of cherishing. It would be helpful if you could
detach yourself from some of the problems of your family, even just a little,
and recognize that you are not responsible for others’ happiness. This
concept is difficult for you to learn. You understand it, but living by it is a
completely different thing.

